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DOUBLE YOUR SILVER & CASH TO INFINITY AND BEYOND!

RECEIVE A FULL OUNCE AMERICAN
EAGLE .999% PURE SILVER COIN WHEN YOU
JOIN! EARN UNLIMITED SILVER DOLLARS &
CASH! LET OUR UNIQUE PROGRAM GROW

YOUR WEALTH EXPONENTIALLY*.

Here's How the World's Most Powerful Silver & Cash Plan Works...

You'll receive one full TROY OUNCE American Eagle Silver Coin just for joining this
program! That is valuable PURE SILVER back in your pocket right away! You'll also

receive master copies of this program with YOUR name and ID# listed on them.
This program pays out a commission of a full TROY OUNCE .999% PURE SILVER

AMERICAN EAGLE COIN and $20.00 CASH! The first and third people that you enroll,
you retain. Your second and fourth enrollees will pass upline to your Sponsor. However,

the first and third person you sponsored will also be passing their second and fourth
enrollees up to you! That will now be four people who, in turn, pass their second and

fourth people up to you. Now you will have eight people passing their second and fourth
people up to you, then 16,32,64,128 and this doubling goes on to infinity! Enroll 4,5, or
6 people and you could quickly be doubling into thousands of dollars in Silver and Cash
every week! Anyone else that you sponsor beyond your fourth enrollee, you retain for
yourself. Each time you personally sponsor anyone, as well as each time someone is
passed up to you from one of your downline associates, you will receive a stunning,

uncirculated and very valuable SILVER AMERICAN EAGLE coin plus $20.00 CASH!

Now that's a WINNER!
BONUS: For every 5 people you sponsor (regardless whether you've sponsored them

personally or if they were passed up to you from your downline), you'll receive an
additional 1/2 ounce pure silver round! To start your Silver & Cash doubling to infinity

and beyond, rush your name, address, and $135.00 (cash/money order/good check), and
a copy of this circular to the Program Monitor TODAY!

MONITOR: DAVID BOWKER, 1002 9th AVE., NEW BRIGHTON, PA 15066
REFERRED BY: KEVIN LEAVEY, I.DJ 310


